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APPROXIMATION FOR AGE-STRUCTURED POPULAT ION 
MODELS US ING PROJECT ION METHODS 
THOMAS H. BARR 
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, Rhodes College, Memphis, TN 38112-1690 USA 
A.b~tract--In this paper we present a class of rapidly convergent numerical schemes to solve the  
Sharpe-Lotka model equation from a~e-dependent popuhtion dynamics. This work is based on spline 
approximation techniques described by Banks and Kappel [3] for functional differential equations. 
We provide a motivation for and description of a generalized problem which under suitable condi- 
tions is equivalent to the Sharpe-Lotka problem, we describe approximation in general which exploits 
the Hllbert space structure in which the generalized problem is set, and for a particular space of 
approximating functions we obtains estimates on the rates of convergence. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical Sharpe-Lotka ge-dependent population model is formulated as the linear first-order 
initial-boundary value problem 
0~ 0t 
N( . , t )  + = O, a>0,  t>0 (1.1) 
~0 °° t(0, t) = /3(a)e(a,t) da, t > 0 (1.2) 
£(a, 0) = ¢(a), a >_ 0 (1.3) 
Here l(a, t) E H'* represents the per-unit age density of individuals of age a at time t in n disjoint 
subclasses of a given population, p(a) and/3(a) are positive linear transformations from R n to 
R n for each a > 0, and ¢ is a given initial distribution of the population. In the case that n = 1 
the function # gives the rate of death or attrition from the population, and/3 gives the expected 
density of offspring to individuals of various ages. We shall define F by F~b = fo  13(a)¢(a) da, 
the total population vector P(t) by P(t) = fo  t(a,t)da, and the density of newborn B(t) by 
B(t) = £(0, t). This problem has received extensive treatment recently by Webb [18], Song Jiang, 
et al. [16], and by many other investigators. They have shown that the solutions to (1.1)-(1.3) 
can be viewed as a Co semigroup on the state space L 1 = LI(0, oo; R n) in the sense that 
T(t)¢ = ~(., t) (1.4) 
solves the initial value problem 
x'(t) = Ax(t) ,  t > 0 
• (0) = ¢ (1.5) 
where A¢ = -¢ '  - #¢ for each ¢ in the domain /)(A) = {¢  : ¢ is absolutely continuous, 
¢ '  E L 1, F¢  = ¢(0) ) .  The results still hold when the state space is L p for 1 < p < oo, and 
the conditions on the elements of /~(A)  are that ¢ '  E LP. In particular these results hold on 
the Hilbert space L2(0, oo; Rn), and it is this setting which we shall use because of well-known 
approximation results which involve L ~ estimates. 
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We shall apply projection methods to obtain numerical approximations for the solutions, follow- 
ing the methods used by Banks and Kappel in [3]. Their methods were developed for functional 
differential equations and involve first projecting the infinitesimal generator of the solution semi- 
group onto a sequence of subspaces of the domain of the generator, then showing the projections 
to be bounded operators which generate Co semigroups which converge in the strong topology on 
the state space to the solution semigroup. Their analysis provides tractable means of calculating 
the approximate solutions to the given problem simply by specifying a basis for each of the sub- 
spaces into which the projections are made. Moreover if rates of convergence of the projections 
are known, they can be used to obtain direct estimates on the convergence of the approximating 
semigroups. 
Since the present framework will involve the space L~(0, c¢), some sort of truncation device 
must be employed. This is the reason that throughout our exposition, we use doubly indexed 
sequences of approximations. The integer index M is the length of the age interval [0, M] to 
which the numerical processes are restricted. 
The projection method relies crucially on the condition that the subspaces in which the ap- 
proximations lie be contained in the domain of the generator of the solution semigroup. In order 
to obtain a domain large enough to contain basis functions uch as cubic splines, the problem is 
embedded in a larger space. This is the motivation for moving to a product space. 
The following notation will be used throughout this paper. For given positive integers k and n, 
the symbol Ck(0, c¢) denotes the collection of functions ¢ : [0, c¢) ---* R n which have k continuous 
derivatives, and Ck[0, c¢] denotes the collection of functions in C~(0, c~) which are bounded and 
uniformly continuous on [0, ~x)). For 1 _< p < ¢¢ we denote by L p = LP(O, co; R '~) the collection 
of functions ¢ : [0,¢¢) --~ R n for which fo  ~bP is finite. By W 1,p = WI,p(0, ~;R  n) we mean 
the subset of L p consisting of functions which are absolutely continuous on (0, c¢) which have 
first derivatives lying in L p. By L ~ = L¢¢(0, ~;  R'*) we mean the the collection of essentially 
bounded functions ¢ : [0, c¢) ---* It n with the norm 
I1¢11oo = inf sup [¢ (x ) [  re(N)=0 x~N 
where m denotes Lebesgue measure. Given a function ¢ on [O, oo), let fl(¢) = sup{ x E R : 
¢(z) # 0}. If fl(¢) < o¢ then we define the support of ¢ by supp ¢ = [O,fl(¢)]; otherwise supp 
¢ = 
If Z is the Hilbert space It n × L ~ then we shall employ the following notation. For z = (T/, ¢) 
in Z we define the projections 7rl : Z ---* R '~ and r2 : Z ---* I~ n by ~rlZ = r/and 7r~z = ¢. Then the 
inner product on Z has the representation 
(y, z) =wlyTr lz+ r2y(a)Tr~z(a)da 
where T denotes transposition of a column vector. We write I ' I for the ordinary Euclidean norm 
on R n, 11"112 for the usual norm on L 2, and ]1"11 for {1'12+11"115} 1/2. I f¢  = ¢(a) then De denotes 
d¢/da. Finally, for Z E Z we define supp z = supp(~r2z). 
In the next section we discuss a general setting into which the population model can be trans- 
formed and in Section 3 discuss the actual transformation. 
2. A GENERAL APPROXIMATION SCHEME 
Let Z be any Hilbert space, A a closed linear operator on Z with domain ~(.A) which generates 
a Co semigroup S(t) satisfying the growth estimate IIS(t)zll _< ge '~t for some constants K > 1 
and w independent of t. Let Z M'N, M, N = 1, 2, . . .  be a sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces 
of Z each of which is contained in 7:)(.A). Let pM,N be a sequence of orthogonal projections from 
Z into Z M'N which converge to the identity on Z: 
lim lIP M'Nz- zll = 0 (2.1) 
M,N~oo 
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for all z E Z. Since pM,Nz E 7)(`4) for all z E Z, each of the operators `4M,N on Z given by 
`4M,N _ pM,N `4pM,N (2.2) 
is defined on all of Z. Furthermore, since `4 is closed and pM,N is bounded, by the Closed Graph 
Theorem, each ,4M,N is bounded. Consequently each ,4M,N generates a Co semigroup sM'N(t) 
of bounded linear operators on Z. 
The Trotter-Kato Approximation Theorem (see [ll D assures that under suitable hypotheses 
on the operators ,4M,N the Co semigroups which they generate converge in the strong topology 
on Z to the semigroup generated by ,4. Moreover they satisfy the same growth estimate as S(t). 
The following result is based on Theorem 3.1 of [3]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Each of the operators ,4M,N defined in (2.2) is the infinitesimal generator of 
a Co semigroup sM'N(t) on Z such that sM'N(t)Z M'N C Z M,N. If [[ApM'Nz -- Azll ~ 0 as 
M, N ~ oo for all z in a dense subset 7) C_ 7)(`4) of Z then 
I IsM'N(t)pM'Nz -- S(t)z l l  --* 0 (2.3) 
as M, N ---, oo for all z E Z uniformly in compact intervals of t. 
Somewhat more, in general, can be obtained. The following lemma is important in deriving 
estimates on the rate of convergence ofapproximating semigroups when the convergence rates of 
the infinitesimal generators i  known. It is a direct consequence of [11, Theorem 4.5, p. 88, and 
estimate (4.3), p. 86]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let S(t) be a Co semigroup on a Hilbert space with infinitesimal generator `4 and 
sM'N (t) be the Co semigroups generated by the operators `4M,N defined in (2.2). Then for each 
A > w, z E 7)(`4 2) and t >_ 0 there exists So E [0, t] such that 
1 {e~'II,4M'Nz --,4zll IISM'~(t)z -- S( t )z l l _  
+ e~'l l(,4 ~ 'N  -- ,4)(AI - ,4)s(s0)=l l  
+ 11(,4 M'N - A)S(t)z[ I} 
(2.4) 
REMARK. (1) If there is a dense subset S of 7)(`42) which has the property that 
11(-4 M 'N  - `4)~11 --* 0, 
11(`4 M,N - ,4)(AI  - ,4)S(s)zl l  --* 0, 
11(.4 M,N - A)S(t)z l l  ~ 0 
for all t _> 0, 0 < s < t as M,N --* oo for each z E S then we have convergence of the 
approximating semigroups, and furthermore, if a rate of convergence can be found for these 
limits, then we have a rate of convergence for the semigroups. 
(2) Theorem 2.1 shows that sM'N(t) restricted to Z M'N converges to S(t). Since Z M'N is 
finite dimensional, each ,4M,N is just a finite-dimensional linear transformation whose action is 
completely determined by the basis elements of Z M'N. The approximating semigroups solve the 
the initial value problems 
d MN -~i z , (t) = ,4M'N zM'N(t) ,  
zM,N (o ) --- pM,N zo 
t>0 
(2.5) 
on the spaces Z M'N. 
Next we show how the approximating semigroups can be computed by knowing the infinitesimal 
generator ,4, the projections pM,N, and the bases of the subspaces. Let 1./-'sI(4"M'NldM'Nji=I be a basis 
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for z”Jv with dimension d”IN. With respect to this basis every element z of Z”IN has a unique 
coordinate representation C E RdMpN. With PMsN : RdMsN - ZMsN given by 
dM.N 




it can be shown (see [3]) that C is the unique solution to the system of linear equations 
Q”INC = /aMIN%. W3) 
The matrix Q”IN and mapping h”IN depend only upon the choice of basis. 
Furthermore, if A”IN is the matrix representation of dMlN on Z”IN, then A”IN satisfies the 
matrix equation 
Q M,N&+f,N = HM,N cw 
where 
H”INC = (@;I;;‘:;;:) 
Now if w”pN(l) is th e coordinate representation for z”IN(t) then 
(2.10) 
d -wMpN(t) = A"-NwM-N(t), 
dt 
t > 0 
wMJ(O) = wyN (2.11) 
where A”*N is computed as above and wc M8N satisfies P M,Nzo= pMJ’,,M~N. 
Here we assume no particular form for the basis elements and projections. This is a simple 
and general numerical scheme for obtaining a sequence of Cc semigroups which approximate any 
infinite-dimensional linear autonomous Cauchy problem 
z’(t) = d%(t), t>o 
r(0) = %o 
set in a Hilbert space. 
3. TRANSFORMATION OF THE POPULATION MODEL 
TO A PRODUCT SPACE SETTING 
By a solution to (l.l)-(1.3) we mean a function a(., a) which satisfies the differential equation 
almost everywhere, such that k?(., t) E L2 for each t > 0, which satisfies e(o, 0) = 4(a) everywhere, 
and such that for each t > 0 the function 1(a, t) is continuous in a for 0 < a < t. 
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Formal differentiation of the boundary condition (1.2) with respect o t gives 
~t (O,t) = FO-~t (.,t ) 
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(where F is defined in Section 1) and using the differential equation (1.1) on the right side we 
obtain 
-~ ~. ,t) = F ( -D  - p)f(. ,t) 
-- Lt(., t) 
Assuming that integration by parts is valid and employing the definition of F gives 
L~(.,t) = ~(a)t( . , t )  da (3.1) 
where 
r(a) = ~'( . )  + ~(0)Z(a) - Z(a),(a) 
We now have a problem in the form 
0£ 
-~(O,t) = Ll( . , t)  
~.~(.0t , t )=  ( -D  - p(.)) t(.,t) 
~(., 0) = ¢ 
This motivates consideration of the initial value problem 
z'(t) = `4z(t), t > 0 
z(O) = zo 
in the space Z = R n × L 2 where 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
`4z = (L~r2z, ( -D  - p)Tr2z) 
v(`4)  = { ~ e z : ~2z e w 1,2, ,~lZ = ,~2~(0) } (3.4) 
The former "compatibility condition" 7r~z(O) = FTr2z on elements of :D(A) has now been "ab- 
sorbed" into the action of .4. 
REMARK. Another possible generalization is to consider the operator 
Bz = (L~r2z, ( -D  - IZ)r2z) 
T)(B) = { z 6 Z :  ~r2z 6 W 1'2, ~r2z(O) = F~r2z } (3.5) 
It can be shown that B is the infinitesimal generator of the Co semigroup So(t) given by 
So(t)z = (rclz + r (T ( t )  - I),r2z, T(t)~r2z) (3.6) 
where T(t) is the semigroup given in (1.4). However this approach gains very little because 
elements of any subspace of T)(B) must satisfy the compatibility condition, and requiring this of 
the basis functions for the finite-dimensional subspaces Z M,N is too severe a restriction. 
Our primary result is that `4 is the infinitesimal generator of a C0 semigroup on Z = R n x L 2. 
THEOREM 3.1. The operator `4 defined in (3.4) is the infinitesimal generator of a Co semigroup 
S(t) on Z. 
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PROOF.  
e > 0 be given. For any 6 > 0 define ¢ on L 2 by 
¢(a)= ¢(a), 
¢(a)= ~rlz + 5-1(¢(5) -- ~rlz)a, 
Then ¢ E D(A), and 
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I1¢ - ¢11 = I¢(a) - ¢ (a ) [  ~da 
_< sup I¢ (a ) -  ¢(a)l 2 6 
O<a<6 
Since ¢ and ¢ are both continuous at zero and ¢(0) - ¢(0) = 0, choose 6 small enough so that 
sup I ¢ (a )  - ¢ (a ) [  2 6 < e 
o_<a_<1 
Then ¢ is within e of ¢, so :D(A) is dense in Z. 
Next we show that the operator is dissipative. By definition 
(.Az, z) = ((L~r2z, ( -D - #)Ir2z), Orlz, 7r~z)) 
= (L~r2z)T~rlZ - (Dr2z(a))TTr~z(a) da
- ~o°¢(l~(a)Tr~z(a))TTr2z(a) da 
Since z E T)(.A), the first integral on the right has the value 1/20r2z(0)) 2, and since the second 
integral on the right is nonnegative, we have 
(Az, z) 
Finally we show that the range 
Z. If the equation 
with the condition 
has a solution ¢, then it is of the form 
where 
1 2 
< I~r: l l lLI l~r: l l  + ~(, , : (o)  ) 
1 2 < ½11gll((~) 2 + II,r2zll 2) + ~(,rlZ) 
_< I(I ILII  + 1)(~'12 + 11~'2zll 2) 
= I(I ILII + 1)llzll ~ 
of.A - AI is all of Z for A sufficiently large. Choose z = (5, ¢) E 
-¢ '  - u¢  - a i¢  = ¢ (3.7) 
L¢ - AI¢(0) = ~ (3.8) 
¢(a) = e-X"II(O,a) (¢(O)- fo°eXtII(O,t)¢(t)dt) (3.9) 
(3.10) 
Set P(a) = e-AalI(0, a) and ¢1(a) = e;~aII(0, a) fo  e;~'II( 0, t)¢(t) dr. Applying the operator L to 
both sides of (3.9) and using the condition (3.8) we obtain 
(A I -  LP)¢(0) = -~ - L¢~ (3.11) 
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where I is the n x n identity matrix on R n. If )~I - LP  is an invertible operator on R n for some 
A then (3.11) has a unique solution ¢(0). But L has the form L¢  = fo  ~(a) ( -p (a )  - D)¢(a)da  
so this is equivalent o determining if the mapping from R n to R n given by 
I - /3(a)e-XaII(O, a) da (3.12) 
is invertible. Now det ( I -  fo /3 (a )e -Xa I I (  O, a)de)  = 0 is just the characteristic equation from 
the theory of linear age dependent population dynamics. By the Sharpe-Lotka Theorem [19] this 
equation has one real dominant root A = w0. Thus for A > w0 the equation (3.12) has a unique 
solution; i.e. the range of ,4 - AI is all of Z for ~ > w0. By the characterization of semigroup 
generation [11, Theorem 4.3], ,4 generates a Co semigroup S(t)  on Z. 
REMARK. If B is as in Remark 1, then C = `4NB generates a Co semigroup Sl ( t )  on Z such that 
r~S l ( t ) z  = T ( t ) r2z  and r tS l ( t ) z  = (T(t)Tr~z)(O), where T(t )  is the semigroup given in (1.4). 
4. APPROXIMATION WITH CUBIC  SPL INES 
As a concrete xample of an implementation of the projection method we apply it to the popu- 
lation model where the subspaces have bases of cubic splint functions. Let f be a real-valued func- 
tion which has absolutely continuous first, second, and third derivatives and a square-integrable 
fourth derivative on [0, oo), and which has support contained in [0, M] for some integer M. For 
each integer N > 0 let cM,N be the (necessarily unique) function which reduces to a cubic poly- 
nomial on the intervals [ i /N, (i + 1)/N], i = 0, 1,. . .  MN - 1 and which satisfies the conditions 
~)M,N[ i ~ i 
I ~,~1 " - f ( '~) ,  i=O, . . . ,MN 
(¢M'N)'(0) =f ' (0) ,  (¢M'N)'(M) = f (M)  
Then the sequence {¢M,N} of interpolating cubic splints satisfies (see [15]) ] I f -¢M'N I I2  <-- C~ N4 
for some constant independent of N. 
Let h = 1 IN  and ai = i /N ,  i = -1 ,0 ,1 , . . .  ,MN,  MN + 1, and for  a > 0 define the basic 
cubic splints 
~ff3[ / (a -- ai-2)3' hi-2 <_ a <_ hi-1 
h 3 q- 3h2(a - h i - l )  + 3h(a - hi_l) 2 - 3(a - hi_l) 3, hi-1 <_ a ~ ai 
eM'N(a) = h 3 + 3h2(ai+l - a) + 3h(ai+l - a) 2 - 3(ai+l - a) 3, ai < a < ai+l 
(a i+ l  -- a) 3, ai+l  < a < ai+2 
0, otherwise 
r M,N'~MN+I The functions ~e i J'i=-i form a basis for the space of twice continuously differentiable func- 
tions on [0, or) which reduce to cubic polynomials on each interval [hi- l ,  hi], i = 1 , . . .  , MN + 3, 
and which are identically zero on [M + 3h, ~) .  Clearly the dimension of this space is MN + 3. 
To construct a basis for Z M'N let 












i= - l , . . .  ,MN + I 
j=  1,. . .  ,n 
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mad eM'/V(0) and e M'N appear in position j of ~(j-1)(MN+3)+,. (In the scalar case, with n = 1, 
each/~M,N is an ordered pair: 
i = -1 , . . .  ,MN + 1.) 
and ,q/~M,/V = ~2~M,N(0). 
B E R m×n to be the matrix 
r2I~M,N InXn ® [ eM~N M,N = ... eMN+I ] (4.2) 
Here ® is the tensor product defined for A - [aij] E R k×t and 
A ® B = [aljB] ~,:,,:k. x<j<l 
With ~M,~r given as in the general analysis, the action of ~M,N can be represented as 
aM,N~ = (~laM,N~,  ~2aM,NQ 
where ~ = [ff-x . . .  ~n(MN+3)-2] T. Again, by way of example in the scalar ease, 
T2~M,N~ [eM_]N M,N [ 1 ] / if-.: /
= . . . eMN+I ] 
[ N J~M +1 
MN+I 
= ~ #,N¢, 
Clearly Z M,N C_ :D(.,4) for all M, N = 1, 2 , . . . .  The matrix QM,N given in (2.7) has the form 
QM,~r = (,~M,N)T(~M,N) + (,~2~M'~r(.))T(,~,.~M'N(a)) d  
[M,Jv M,N )] 
= I n×n @ e i (O)ej (0 -I<_i,j<_MN+I 
+ I nXn®/M+Sh [ M,N( ) M,N( ~] da 
JO Lei xa ej xa~J-I<i,j<MN+I 
- Q~,~ + Q~'~ 
Now eM~N(o) -- eM'N(o) = 1, eoM'N(o) = 4, and eM'N(o) = 0 for i > 1. So 
Q1 M,N = I nxn 
'1 4 1 0 . . .  O" 
4 16 4 0 . . .  0 
1 4 1 0 . . .  0 
0 0 0 " .  
0 0 
(4.3) 
and define Z M,N to be the subspace of Z = L2(O, or; R n) spanned by the objects defined in (4.1). 
Evidently the dimension of Z M,N is d M,N = n(MN + 3). We introduce the matrices 
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Since elej ~ 0 for ]i - Jl > 3, the matrix Qf,N is symmetric with seven diagonals. Its value is 
hi "x" ® 
1 129 3 1 
140 7 140 
129 302 1593 6 
140 35 210 
3 1593 599 1191 
210 35 140 
I 
140 
6 1191 604 
140 35 
0 ".  






" .•  
1 
140 
• o .•  1 
140 
.. 1191 6 
14o 
1191 604 1191 
140 35 140 
6 1191 604 
140 35 
HM, N = hM'N AI~ M'N : hM'N.A(rlt~ M'N, 71"2/~ M'N) 
~-- hM'N ( LTr2fl M'N, - (  D +//)71"2]~ M'N) 
= (TrlI~M'N)TLT~I~ M'N 
-- fO°°(Tr2]~M'N (a) )T DTr2~M'N (a) da 
5 -- (Tr2t~M'N(a))Tl~(a)Tr2t~M'N(a) da 
-- HI - H2 - H3 
where, using the definition of L, 
rM+3h 
H1 = (Trl~M'N) T 1o 7(a)In×n ® [e-l(a) 






H2 = I "xn @ (~2~M'N(a))T DTr2/~M'N(a)da 
,10 
M+sh [~-l(.)~'-l(a) e-l(.)~(.) 
..- In×n @ / eo(a)e'-t(a) eo(a)e'o(a ) 
JO • : 
M+3h 
H3 - 1 "xn @ (Tr2~M'N(a))Tp(a)Tr2~M'N(a) da
JO 
= M+Zh I "×"  ® : p (a)  ¢~ [e_ l (a )  . . .  
• Io LeMN+I(alj 
""1 da, 
eMN+I (a) ] da. 
¢N~IilA 21 :S-(: 
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In the scalar case, once more, the notation is simpler: 
H1 =/M+3h 
dO 
7e-1 7Co •.. 7eMN+I 
47e-1 47eo ... 47eMN+l 
7e-1 7eo • .. 7eMN+I 
0 0 ...  0 
: : : : 
0 0 ... 0 
da, 
and 
e' e-le'o ".'] M+3h e-1 -1 
H2 = [ eoet._ l  eoe~ 
dO • • 
da, 
M+3h F "''] 
H3: [  J0 L~ue0.e-1 /ze02 / ~ 0 e l :  . . da. 
Note that eiej = 0 and eie~ = 0 for [ i -  Jl > 3 to see that H2 and Ha have seven diagonals. 
Given birth and mortality data/~ and/z, the matrices Hi are computed by a standard integration 
method such as an adaptive Simpson's rule or Romberg's algorithm. Then the system 
QM,N AM,N _: HM, N 
is solved for A M'N. Once A M'N is obtained for a particular pair M, N then initial data w0 is 
used in the formula QM' V oM'lv = hzo 
to obtain an initial value w0 for the system (2.11). Then an algorithm for initial value problems, 
such as fourth-order Runge-Kutta, is used to obtain approximate values of  wM,N(t) which, at 
each time step, are then used as coefficients in a linear combination of the basis elements /~M,N 
to obtain an approximation of S(t)zo. 
5. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS FOR CUBIC SPLINES 
In this section we combine the general approximation results given in Section 2 with facts 
from spline theory to indicate how fast the algorithm outlined in Section 4 converges. The main 
result is that for sufficiently smooth, compatible, and compactly supported initial data z0 E Z 
with approximating subspaces Z M'N of cubic splines, the approximating semigroups M'N(t) 
converge to the solution semigroup S(t) at a rate proportional to 1/N 3 as N -* co uniformly for 
t < M - f~(~r2z0), for each M large enough so that supp z0 C [0, M]. 
If the support of the initial data z0 is compact hen that of the solution is compact for every 
value of t > 0. In fact supp S(t)zo C [0, ~(~2Zo) + t] for each t > 0. To see this note that the 
original population problem (1.1) - (1.3) can be written in the equivalent form (see [18]) 
I I(0, a)e(0, t - a), a > t (5.1) 
£ (a , t )= I I (a - t ,a )¢ (a - t ) ,  a>_t 
where II(a, t) is defined in (3.10). In this formulation B(u) =_ g(O, u) satisfies the renewal equation 
~0 u B(u) = K(u  - s)B(s)ds + H(u), u >_ 0 
where K(u)  = II(O, u)fl(u) and H(u) = fo  II(s, s + u)fl(s + u)¢(s) ds, for u _> O. Since ¢(u) = 0 
for u _> f2(¢), we have ¢(a - t )  = 0 for a - t  _> f~(¢). So the second line in (5.1) is zero for 
a > t + ~(¢). Evidently if an approximation is desired to some maximum value to of time then 
M is chosen to he the smallest integer such that M >_ f2(¢) + to. 
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In the following we make direct use of Theorems 1.5 ("Schmidt Inequality"), 4.5, and 4.7 
in [15]. These theorems also hold for functions f such that DSf is absolutely continuous and 
D4f  is square integrable. 
For an integer k > 0 let So ~ = { z • :D(`4 ~) : supp z is compact }. We prepare a lemma for the 
approximation result. Assume throughout the sequel that the spaces Z M,N have bases formed 
from the cubic splines as indicated in the previous ection. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that p • C5[0, o¢], ,4 is given by (3.4), and that ,4M,N is given by (2.2), 
where the subspaces ZM,N are spanned by the splines given in (4.1). Then for all z • S~ and 
M > f~(z) we have 
K 
11(,4 M'N -`4)z l l  < ~-~ 
as N --* o~ where K is independent of N. 
PROOF. By the definition of`4M'S we have 
11(`4 M'N - `4)zll < 11(`4 M'N - `4)zll + I I PM 'N(`4~)  -- `4zll 
= E1 + E2 (5.2) 
Consider the first term E1 on the right side of (5.2). With Z M'N = pM'Nz we have 
E~ = IL(r~z M'N - ~'2z)l 2 + IID(~'2z - ~r2z M'N) + ~(~r~.z - =~M'N)II~ 
<_ ILI211~2z M'N - ~'2zll~ + (llO(Tr2z - ~_zM'N)tl2 + 11~,(Tr2z -- r2zM'~)II~.) 2 
<_ ILI211r2z M'N - '~uzll~ + 2 (llO(Tr2z - ~r2z~n'NIl~ + I I~lli l l~2z -- ~uzM'NII~) 
(5.3) 
Since pM,N is an orthogonal projection into Z M'N, the function 7r2Z M'N is the unique cubic 
spline which satisfies 
[l~r2z M'N - r~z[I = min ]]~r2y- lr2zll~ (5.4) 
yEZM, N 
So if ¢M,N is the unique cubic spline interpolating r~z on the interval [0, M] at the nodes i /N,  
i = O, 1, . . .  ,MN then 
I1'~ +M'N - +~11+ < I1¢~ 'N - +2=11+- (5.5) 
Since z 6 ,-q05 C /)(,4 ~) the fourth derivative D%r2z is continuous and hence the terms on the 
right side of (5.3) involving L and p are readily estimated. By Theorem 4.6 of Schultz and (5.5), 
1 K1 
117r2zM, N - ~r2zl[ < 4a'-4HD47r2z[I • N4 - N4. (5.6) 
The term on the right side of (5.3) involving the derivative remains to be estimated. Write 
IID(~'2~ - +r2zM'N)II <_ IID(+r2z - cM'NII IID(¢ M'N - 'r2zM'N)II2. (5.7) 
Again by Theorem 4.6 in Schultz, the first term on the right of (5.7) satisfies 
1 
IID(~'2z - cM'N)II~ _< 41r-allD%r2zJl Na (5.s) 
The second term on the right of (5.7) is estimated by using the Schmidt inequality on each of 
the subintervals [ ( i -  1)/N, i/N]: 
IID~2z M'N - DcM'NII ~ _< 2(¢Y~6"g + 45)N211,~2~ M'N - cM'NII~ (5.9) 
Using (5.5) to see that 
IJ+r2z M 'N  - cM'NII _< 211~'2z - cM'NII 
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we obtain from (5.9) that 
I ID ( '~s~ M'N  - ¢~'")11 _< 2N~/2(lx/'~-t-45) li"s~ - @NI I s  
By the convergence properties of the interpolating splines and combining this with inequalities 
(5.7) and (5.8) we obtain 
Ks 
UD(Tr2z - 7r2zM'g)ll2 < N3 (5.10) 
where Ks is independent of N. Using (5.10) in (5.3) gives 
s , K~ K~ 11/s K3 
El_< (ILl s+ ,o~j~-~+2~ -<N3 (5.11) 
where K3 is independent of N. 
Consider now the second term E2 on the right of (5.2). Let w = Az and W M'N = pM'N.Az. 
Note that both w and w M'N are elements of 7)(A) so that we may write 
E~ = 1~2,:"~(0) - ~:.(0)1 s+ II,s~ ",N - ~2~llg (5.12) 
Now w E So 4 since z E 3~, so 
1 K4 (5.13) 
I I-sw -  swlls -< IIo% lls • N ,  -= 
Since both ~rss M,N and Irsw are elements of W 1,s the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives 
5 [Tr2wM'N(o) -- ~2~(0)1 s = -2  (~2~' , " ( . )  - r2w(a))  T DOr2wM'N(a) -- ~rsw(a))da 
< 2[[~r2w M'N - 7r2wl[s[[D (rsw M'N - rsw)][2 (5.14) 
Using (5.6) and (5.10) in (5.14) we obtain 
[~r2wM,N (o) --lr2w(0)[ s < 2K1K2 N--- i 
This, with (5.12) and (5.13) gives 
: 2KllC  } 1" 
Es < [,NS + N-""" V -  < {K~ + 2K, Ks}I/2 1 _ _ N7/2 
Ks 
-- NT/s (5.15) 
Combining (5.15) with (5.11) in (5.2) gives 
Ka Ks 1 1 
II(A g''v - ..4)~11 ~ ~ + ~ < (Ks + l t " s )~ ---- K.  Na 
for z E So 5. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
The approximation result is now an immediate consequence of the preceding lemma and 
Lemma 2.2. 
THEOREM 5.2. I f  Z E 860 then for aH integers M > ~(z), 
c (5.16) IIsM,N(t)pM,Nz -- S(t)z[I <_ g 3 
as N .--+ oo uniformly for t E [0, M - fl(z)] where C is independent of N. 
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PROOF. For z E S0 e C D(.A6), we have S(t)z E ~D(.A 6) since the semigroup reserves the domains 
of powers of the infinitesimal generator. But also, by the formula in (5.1), the support of S(t)z 
is compact for each t > 0 so S(t)z E ,.q~. Thus (AI - M)S(t) E ,.q~ for all t > 0 and A > w. So 
the estimate given in Lemma 5.1 holds with z replaced by S(t)z and (AI - .A)S(t)z respectively. 
Since S0 e C ~D(.A 2) by Lemma 2.2 we obtain 
(74 (5.17) I [ ( sM,N( t )  --  S(t))zll < N 3 
as N ~ co for all z E S0 6, uniformly for t E [0, M - fl(z)], where C4 depends on A, Z, and M. 
By the convergence properties of the cubic splines we have 
C5 
HpM,Nz -- Z[I <_ N 4 
for all z E So s as n ---* co. Thus by inequality (2.4) we have 
Cse ~'° C4 C I IsM'N(t)pM'Nz - S( t )z l l  ___ ~ + - -  
N 4 N a -- N a 
where, in general, C depends on A, z, t, and M but not on N. 
6. EXAMPLES 
We have implemented the algorithm described in Section 4 on a DEC VAX-l l /785 computer 
with code written in Pascal to demonstrate the tractability of the programming, and also to 
indicate that the algorithm may exhibit the same rapid convergence for a larger collection of 
initial data than that for which the convergence analysis was made. The program consists of five 
basic parts. For given birth, mortality, and initial functions with M and N specified, the program 
initializes the matrix QM,N, calculates the matrix H M,N, solves the linear system QM'NAM'~r = 
H M,N, calculates the initial value w0 for the approximating ordinary differential equation, and 
solves this equation by a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let the birth and mortality functions have the form 
~(a) = j3oe -aa, p(a) = lto, a >_ 0 
where/50, a, and P0 are constants. Such functions might correspond to a population in a harsh 
environment where the youngest are most fertile (generally not realistic!). With these functions 
however, an explicit formula for the population density can be obtained. Since 
7(a) =/~'(a) + ~(a)~(0) - 13(a)p(a) 
= ( -~ + ~o - ~)/~oe -~'~ 
= (j30 -- ct -- p)/3(a) 
for a > 0, the birth rate B(t) = ~(0, t) satisfies a simple ordinary differential equation: 
B'(t) = 7(a)e(a, t) da 
= (~o - ~ - i,o) ~(a)~(a,  0 da 
The solution is evidently 
s ( t )  = B(O),(  ~o-~'-"o)', t >_ 0 
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and by Formula (5.1), 
{ B(O)e(a°-a-u°)(t-a)e-~°a, a < t 
£(a, t) = ¢(a -  t)e -u°t , a >_ t 
where ¢ is the initial distribution. 
By choosing ¢ to have the form ¢(a) = ¢0"(1-a)6x[0,1](a) where ¢0 is a constant, ¢ is five times 
continuously differentiable on [0, co) and has compact support. Choosing a = 1 and requiring ¢ 
to satisfy ¢(0) = fo fl(a)¢(a)da gives 
f01 1 _ e- 1 a6eada ~o 
Some calculation reveals that if/30 = e/(265e - 720) ~ 7.886288895 then any initial distribution 
of this form satisfies the compatibil ity condition and hence yields a continuous olution. 
The exact solutions presented in Table 1 use P0 = 7 and ¢0 = 1. The errors in the approximate 
birth rates given in Table 3 indicate that the convergence is O(1/N4). 
EXAMPLE 6.2. In this illustration the birth and mortality functions might more closely reflect 
conditions in a real population. We choose the birth and mortality functions to have the forms 
/~(a) =/~0aS(fll - a)SXlo,Z,](a) 
and 
ml a q- m2 
I~(a) = POm3a + m4' a > 0 
The form off l  corresponds to a population in which the most fertile individuals are of intermediate 
ages, and where the very young and very old are not fertile at all. If ms = 0 the mortality function 
is an increasing and bounded function of age, and corresponds to a zero infant mortality rate. If 
fll = 3 and fl0 ~ 34.4776119402 then initial data of the form 
¢(a) -- ¢0" (a0 - a)6X[o,aol(a) 
satisfies the compatibil ity condition; i.e. (¢(0), ¢) lies in the domain of the infinitesimal generator. 
For purposes of calculation we let ¢0 = 10, a0 = 1, ml = m3 ---- 10, m4 = 1, and P0 = 12.5. 
Since there is no apparent analytic solution, we have computed approximations for the relatively 
large value of N = 48 in Table 4 and compare lower-order approximations with these values in 
Table 5. The convergence appears to be on the order of 1/N 3+~ for some small e. 
EXAMPLE 6.3. Here the birth and mortality functions have some of the same character as in 
the previous example, but the initial distribution is not as smooth as the approximation theorem 
requires. Moreover the initial function cannot satisfy the compatibility conditions for any nonzero 
birth modulus. 
Let 
fl(a)-- floae -~'a, a >_ 0, 
p (a ) -  #0 + #1 tanh a, a > 0 
and suppose that the initial distribution has the form 
¢(a) -- ¢0aS(a0 - a)SX[o,ao](a), a > 0 
Then ¢ is once continuously differentiable. Also since ¢(0) = 0 and f0 °° f l (a)¢(a)de > 0 for 
any nonzero continuous fl, the compatibility condition is not satisfied so the solution has a 
discontinuity along the line t = a. The calculations here are made with the parameters chosen 
as follows: fl0 = 1, fll = 4, P0 = 0,/Zl = 1, ¢0 = 1, and a0 = 1. Referring to Tables 6 and 7, the 
rate of convergence appears to be at least O(1/N2). 
EXAMPLE 6.4. Consider a population of insects divided into two classes, active and dormant. 
One may think of the dormant state as that of diapause which, e.g., cotton boll weevils enter 
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seasonally. An insect may pass into dormancy and back to activity throughout its lifetime. 
Assume that dormant insects do not reproduce but do age and die. Let u(a,t) and v(a,t) 
represent the respective densities of active and dormant insects. Let gl(a) and g2(a) represent 
the respective age-specific mortality rates. Let gz(a) represent the rate at which active insects 
become dormant, and let g4(a) be the rate at which dormant insects become active. Then the 
balance law for this population is 
Ou Ou 
O--a + --~ -- --gl u -- g3u q- g4u 
Ov Ov 
O--'a "q" -~  "- --g2v -- g4V q" g3U (6.1) 
[u(a,0] By writing £(a,t) = v(a,t)] '  and by setting 
/ t l l  = gz + g3 
/.t12 = -g4  
~21 = -g3  
/~22 = g2 -I- g4 
the equation (6.1) can be written in the form 
02 02 + - ,p~ 
Oa Ot 
where 
/~ = L~U21 ~u22J 
Assuming that insects are hatched in the active state, the birth law has the simple form 
£(O,t) = /3(a)e(a,t)da 
where 
and 3~ ~ (a) is the expected ensity of offspring to an (active) insect of age a. With initial conditions 
= ¢1(a) 
v(a,O)=¢2(a) 
this model has precisely the form of (1.1) - (1.3). If we choose the form 311(a) = 3oae -~", then 
with a = 4 and/30 ~ 120.70575588656, any initial data of the form 
el (a)  = ¢0" (a0 - a)6X[o,ao](a) 
¢2(a) = 0 
satisfies the compatibility condition. We choose ¢0 = 1 and for the mortality and migration 
process we choose gl(a) = 4, g~(a) = 2.5, gs(a) = 1.25, and g4(a) = 0.5 so that 
[5.25 -0o5] 
L-1 .25 o 
Given in Table 8 are approximate values of birth rate B(t) ~ 2(0, t) and total population P(t) = 
fo  £(a,t)da. From Table 9 the rate of convergence appears to be O(1/N z-e) for small e. 
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Table I. Analytical solution for Example 6.1. 













1.0030000 0.0466560 0.0030640 0.000001~ 0.0000000 0.0300000 
1.0926751 0.0645671 0.0034001 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0300000 
1.1939388 0.0789563 0.0012337 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0300000 
1.3045871 0.0878466 0.0025828 0.0000002 0.0000300 0.0300000 
1.4254898 0.0907180 0.0042325 0.0000058 0.0000000 0.0300000 
1.5575972 0.0991252 0.0058574 0.0000363 0.0000003 0.0300000 
1.7019476 0.1083117 0.0071627 0.0001119 0.0000000 0.0000000 
1.8596757 0.1183495 0.0079693 0.0002343 0.0300000 0.0300000 
2.0320213 0.1293175 0.0082297 0.0003840 0.0300005 O.O000000 
2.2203390 0.1413020 0.0089924 0.0005314 0.0300033 0,0000000 
2.4261091 0.1543972 0.0098258 0.0006498 0.0000102 0,0000000 
Table 2. Approx imate  solut ion for Example  6.1. 
Age 0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 












0.9999787 0.0458566 0.0000984 -0.0000000 0.0000022 0.0000006 
1.0916041 0.0655062 0.0006778 -0.0000379 0.0000098 0.0000061 
1.1927900 0.0777653 0.0008934 0.0000088 0.0000390 0.0000025 
1.3034316 0.0852797 0.0023594 0.0000583 -0.0000099 -0.0300060 
1.4241889 0.0916195 0.0043805 0.0000239 -0.0000280 -0.0000016 
1.5560552 0.0988328 0.0060663 0.0000014 -0.0000050 0.00000~3 
1.7001290 0.1074579 0.0071532 0.0000769 0.0000157 0.0000024 
1.8575632 0.1173473 0.0078452 0.0002361 0.0000144 -0.0000006 
2.0295892 0.1282894 0.0084353 0.0004115 0.0300027 -0.0300016 
2.2175486 0.1402248 0.0091016 0.0005517 -0.0000018 -0.0000006 
2.4229126 0.1532227 0.0098951 0.0006458 0.0000067 0.0300006 












0.9999995 0.0466705 0.0000638 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0300000 
1.0926039 0.0642357 0.0004160 -0.0030002 0.0000001 -0.0300000 
1.1939532 0.0794056 0.0012028 -0.0030001 0.0300000 0,0300000 
1.3945069 0.0875152 0.0026263 -0.0000008 -0.0300000 0.0300000 
1.4254127 0.0918988 0.0041889 0.0000083 -0.0300001 0.0000000 
1.5575294 0.0989220 0.0058517 0.0000317 0.0000002 0.0300000 
1.7018576 0.1983821 0.0072177 0.0001135 -0.0300003 0.0300000 
1.8595699 0.1185023 0.0079071 0.0002364 0.0300002 -0.0300000 
2.0319038 0.1293776 0.0083353 0.0003786 0.0000006 0.0300000 
2.2202037 0.1413838 0.0089757 0.0005329 0.0000029 0.0300000 
2.4259534 0.1545103 0.0098216 0.0006539 0.0000105 -0.0300000 












0.9999999 0.0466566 0.0000631 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
1.0927211 0.0646026 0,0004010 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 
1.1939065 0.0789487 0.0012326 -0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 
1.3045908 0.0877739 0.0025788 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 
1.4254786 0.0915815 0,0042384 0.0000061 0.0000000 0.0000000 
1.5575883 0.0989430 0.0058472 0.0000357 -0.0000000 0.0300000 
1.7019377 0.1984061 0.0071748 0.0001126 0.0000000 0.0300000 
1.8596628 0.1183026 0.0079526 0.0002333 -0.0000000 0.0000000 
2.0320079 0.1293412 0.0983105 0.0003852 0.0300006 0,0300000 
2.2203227 0.1412946 0.0089750 0.0005298 0.0000033 0.0000300 
2.4260911 0.1544014 0.0098321 0.0006515 0.0000102 0.0300000 
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Age 0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 












1.0000000 0.0466542 0.0000640 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
1.0926978 0.0645520 0.0004001 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
1.1039363 0.0788783 0.0012337 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
1.3045813 0.0879506 0.0025819 0.0000002 0.0000000 0.0000000 
1.4254927 0.0913558 0.0042322 0.0000058 0.0000000 0 . ~  
1.5575933 0.0991342 0.0058612 0.0030363 0.0300000 0.0000000 
1.7019468 0.1082693 0.0071561 0.0001120 0.0300000 0.0000003 
1.8596736 0.1183739 0.0079736 0.0002344 0.0000000 0.0000000 
2.0320190 0.1293014 0.0082943 0.0003837 0.0000005 0.0000000 
2.2203367 0.1413034 0.0089888 0.0005319 0.0000033 0.0000000 
2.4261061 0.1543932 0.0098247 0.0006491 0.0000101 0.0000000 











1.0000000 0.0466571 0.0000641 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
1.0926690 0.0645740 0.0004002 0.0000O00 0.0300000 0.0000000 
1.1939489 0.0789771 0.0012339 0.0000003 0.00430000 0.0000000 
1.4254868 0.0923563 0.0042324 0.0000002 0.0300000 0.0000300 
1.5575966 0.0992289 0.0058559 0.0000363 0.0000000 0.0300000 
1.7019481 0.1082822 0.0071613 0.0001119 0.0300000 0.0000000 
1.8596754 0.1183332 0.0079782 0.0002343 0 .00(00~ 0.0000000 
2.0320206 0.1293304 0.0082818 0.0003840 0.0000005 0.0000000 
2.2203385 0.1413081 0.0089994 0.0005313 0.0300033 0.0000000 
2.4261086 0.1543969 0.0098219 0.0006495 0.0000102 0.0000000 
Table 3. Comparison of error in approximate birth rates for Example 6.1. 





















Table 4. Approximate solutions for Example 6.2. 
A~ 0.0 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3.0 












9.9997870 0.0415199 -0.0000026 -0.0000151 -0.0000016 0.0000005 
10.5583012 0.0865188 0.0013259 0.0001878 0.0000239 -0.0000001 
11.7134269 0.0766182 0.0005144 -0.0002033 -0.0000194 0.0000009 
13.1161922 0.0875048 0.0009679 -0.0001455 -0.0000116 0.0000010 
14.7762377 0.0974919 0.0010345 -0.0001768 -0.0000151 0.0030012 
16.7422500 0.1091638 0.0011621 -0.0002023 -0.0000171 0.0030014 
19,0625294 0.1231319 0.0013283 -0.0002313 -0.0000196 0.0000016 
21.7939143 0.1396521 0.0015203 -0.0002660 -0.0000225 0.0000018 
25.0328807 0.1591368 0.0017457 -0.0003066 -0.0000260 0.0000320 
28.7669807 0.1820651 0.0020101 -0.0003541 -0.0000300 0.0000024 
33.1766971 0.2089936 0.0023197 -0.0004097 -0.0000347 0.0000027 
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Table 4. Con't .  
Age 0.0 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3.0 












9.9999951 0.0409294 0.0000004 -0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
10.6746288 0.0575379 -0.0000421 -0.0000038 -0.0000000 0.0000000 
12.2079467 0.0484182 -0.0000408 -0.0000016 -0.0000000 0.0000000 
13.9228785 0.0585458 0.0000603 0:0000002 0.0000000 0.0000000 
15.8978036 0.0666036 0.0000747 0.0000002 0.0000000 0.0000000 
18.1635792 0.0759067 0.0000558 -0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 
20.7644408 0.0865818 0.0000709 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
23.7496273 0.0988664 0.0000799 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 
27.1758618 0.1129535 0.0000912 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
31.1082188 0.1291269 0.0001940 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 













9.9999994 0.0409768 -0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
10.7223244 0.0593351 0.0000056 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
12.2754575 0.0518073 0.0000056 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
14.0381902 0.0599460 0.0000466 -0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
16.0544123 0.0671430 0.0000685 -0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
18.3618285 0.0772039 0.0000615 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
21.0025917 0.0883443 0.0000721 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
24.0249178 0.1010296 0.0000805 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 
27.4839320 0.1155466 0.0000925 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 
31.4427257 0.1321636 0.0001058 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 













9.9999999 0.0409499 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
10.7279974 0.0581243 -0.0000002 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
12.2870160 0.0514766 0.0000073 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
14.0545844 0.0603458 0.0000485 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
16.0765536 0.0675779 0.0000701 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
18.3898731 0.0773805 0.0000623 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
21.0363511 0.0884734 0.0000724 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
24.0640076 0.1011903 0.0000810 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 
27.5277505 0.1157494 0.0000928 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 
31.4903923 0.1324069 0.0001061 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 













10.0000000 0.0409650 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
10.7253668 0.0583679 0.0000000 0,0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
12.2887760 0.0508427 0.0000069 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
14.0574956 0.0605274 0.0000491 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
16.0804878 0.0677267 0.0000699 0.0000000 0.0000000 0,0000000 
18.3948913 0.0773581 0.0000611 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
21.0424180 0.0885377 0.0000724 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
24.0710753 0.1012732 0.0000811 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 
27.5357164 0.1158487 0.0000928 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 
31.4991049 0.1325230 0.0001062 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 
36.0330371 0.1515970 0.0001214 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 
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10.0000000 0.0409602 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
10.7264065 0.0583244 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
12.2889557 0.0509382 0.0000068 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
14.0580985 0.0606204 0.0000491 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
16.0814225 0.0675705 0.0000699 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
18.3961106 0.0773907 0.0000611 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
21.0439431 0.0885312 0.0000723 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
24.0728853 0.1012731 0.0000811 0.0000001 0.000(3000 0.0000000 
27.5377902 0.1158499 0.0000928 0.0000001 0.00013000 0.00013000 
31.5014071 0.1325247 0.0001062 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 













I0.0000000 0.0409600 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
10.7263710 0.0583246 -0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
12.2889042 0.0509394 0.0000068 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
14.0580260 0.0605995 0.0000491 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
16.0813373 0.0675729 0.0000699 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
18.3960139 0.0773894 0.0000611 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
21.0438362 0.0885298 0.0000723 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
24.0727702 0.1012715 0.0000811 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 
27.5376698 0.1158481 0.0000928 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 
31.5012850 0.1325226 0.0001062 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 
36.0353979 0.1515972 0.0001214 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 
Table 5. Comparison of error in approximate birth rates for Example 6.2. 

























Table 6. Approximate solutions for Example 6.3. 
Age 0.0 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3.0 












0.0211078 0.5698836 -0.0014432 0.0037469 0.0003955 -0.0001228 
0.0158161 0.5257391 0.0150174 -0.0018311 -0.0001541 -0.0000586 
0.0082290 0.2117518 0.1800722 0.0043539 0.0004494 0.0000767 
0.0061792 0.0113983 0.3711388 -0.0061912 -0.0009080 -0.0000873 
0.0059488 0.0101693 0.3501913 0.0073929 0.0006064 0.0000284 
0.0025962 0.0143522 0.1448590 0.1068599 0.0016389 0.0001591 
0.0017432 -0.0097310 0.0037009 0.2181305 -0.0047920 -0.0003548 
0.0036165 0.0045901 0.0011743 0.2026383 0.0058660 0.0001483 
0.0028174 0.0156411 0.0134829 0.0830056 0.0610855 0.0006660 
0.0013892 -0.0044585 -0.0032057 0.0031902 0.1201396 -0.0013516 
0.0025451 -0.0050952 -0.0013406 0.0010492 0.1119055 0.0023047 
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0.0214887 0.5750498 0.0014387 -0.0001210 0.0000067 -0.0000002 
0.0135616 0.5274457 0.0028959 -0.0000404 -0.0000048 -0.0000001 
0.0685298 0.2170577 0.1858714 -0.0003849 -0.0000132 -0.0000002 
0.0039163 0.0079799 0.3776659 0.0009936 0.0000122 0.0000001 
0.0023800 0.0181676 0.3448550 0.0018774 0.0000707 0.0000018 
0.0011959 0.0027983 0.1411621 0.1079772 -0.0002684 -0.0000023 
0.0004585 0.0042307 0.0067738 0.2203545 0.0005406 -0.0000054 
0.0006208 0.0040397 0.0106541 0.2008569 0.0011585 0.0000298 
0.0000128 -0.0029063 0.0022928 0.0821097 0.0601593 -0.0000806 
0.0003602 0.0048828 0.0031606 0.0041645 0.1234480 0.0001501 













0.0215754 0.5760218 -0.0006666 0.0000038 0.0000000 0.0000000 
0,01397'84 0.5261039 0.0008836 0.0000012 -0.0000000 0.0000000 
0.0078510 0.2213930 0.1900980 0.0000325 0.0000002 0.0000000 
0.0040847 0.0077322 0.3773689 0.3773689 0.0001321 0.0000000 
0.0020374 0.0079763 0.3436451 0.0009281 0.0000063 0.0000000 
0.0010205 0.0065170 0.1439641 0.1105811 0.0000321 0.0000000 
0.0005509 0.0051070 0.0051686 0.2194719 0.0001138 0.0000002 
0.0003347 0.0038976 0.0065549 0.1999485 0.0006155 0.0000019 
0.0002131 0.0024914 0.0054689 0.0837547 0.0617748 0.0000129 
0.0001190 0.0008919 0.0035593 0.0030773 0.1225820 0.0000427 













0.0216183 0.5760313 0.0002526 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 
0.0140812 0.5254599 0.0005147 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 
0.0079028 0.2207265 0.1893604 -0.0000005 -0.0000000 0.0000000 
0.0040980 0.0079972 0.3768173 -0.0000753 0.0000001 0.0000000 
0.0020547 0.0098275 0.3436144 0.0006039 0.0000002 0.0000000 
0.0010494 0.0068907 0.1444154 0.1107045 -0.0000067 0.0000000 
0.0005592 0.0046244 0.0052369 0.2198557 -0.0000443 0.0000000 
0.0002887 0.0025815 0.0062489 0.2003251 0.0003508 -0.0000002 
0.0001197 0.0007465 0.0040355 0.0840668 0.0619210 -0.0000022 
0.0000283 -0.0003413 0.0025744 0.0028368 0.1229960 -0.0000128 













0.0216441 0.5760064 -0.0000719 -0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
0.0139729 0.5254858 0.0004814 0.0000001 0.0000000 0.0000000 
0.0079259 0.2201370 0.1886925 -0.0000006 0.0000000 0.0000000 
0.0041540 0.0076785 0.3772914 -0.0000054 0.0000000 0.0000000 
0.0020989 0.0130015 0.3438463 0.0004398 -0.0000001 0.0000000 
0.0010444 0.0061688 0.1442232 0.1101269 0.0000010 0.0000000 
0.0004967 0.0034382 0.0050402 0.2196800 -0.0000136 0.0000000 
0.0002581 0.0020996 0.0076514 0.2004513 0.0003051 -0.0000000 
0.0001083 0.0004769 0.0047242 0.0840175 0.0616721 0.0000003 
0.0000709 0.0008080 0.0018992 0.0029168 0.1228104 -0.0000055 
0.0000205 -0.0001172 0.0014279 0.0041951 0.1120931 0.0001318 
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Age 0.0 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3.0 












0.0216829 0.5760001 -0.0000077 0.0000000 O.O000(X)O 0.0000000 
0.0140085 0.5252875 0.0002567 0 . ~  0.0000000 0.0000000 
0.0079047 0.2203080 0.1890878 -0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
0.0041568 0.0081619 0.3771166 0.0000016 0.0000000 0.0000000 
0.0020984 0.0119382 0.3439076 0.0003398 0.0000000 0.0000000 
0.0010349 0.0066745 0.1442059 0.1101582 0.0000000 0.0000000 
0.0005639 0.0635064 0.0051576 0.2197393 0.0000009 0.0000000 
0.0002437 0.0017701 0.0078391 0.2003874 0.0002602 0.0000000 
0.0001176 0.0008730 0.0043617 0.0640270 0.0616166 0.0000000 
0.0000568 0.0004250 0.0022955 0.0029292 0.1228797 -0.0000002 













0.0217045 0.5760000 0.0000002 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
0.0140060 0.5252898 0.0002305 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
0.0079055 0.2203005 0.1890645 0.0000000 0.0(300000 0.0000000 
0.0041563 0.0081760 0.3771173 0.0000000 0.00000(30 0.000(3000 
0.0020980 0.0119954 0.3439078 0.0003306 0.0000000 0.0000000 
0.0010346 0.0066679 0.1442117 0.1101597 0.0000000 0.0000000 
0.0005035 0.0035059 0.0051533 0.2197394 0.0000008 0.0000000 
0.0002433 0.0017698 0.0078505 0.2003875 0.0002560 0.0000000 
0.0001172 0.0008727 0.0043603 0.0840278 0.0616181 0.0000000 
0.0000564 0.0004247 0.0022956 0.0029296 0.1228796 -0.0000001 
0.0000271 0.0002052 0.0011587 0.0044963 0.1120559 0.0000910 
Table 7. Compar i son  of error in approx imate  b i r th rates for Example  6.3. 

























Table 8. Approx imate  b i r th rate and total  populat ion for Example  6.4. 
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Table 8. Con't. 





































































Table 9. Comparison of error in approximate birth rates for Example 6.4. 
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